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REPORT ON TKE. MISSION TO THE PAMBIA

ON APPRAISAL OF THE COUNTRY'S NATIONAL

CARTOGRAPHIC CAPABILITIES AND MANPOWER

BACKGROUND TO THE MISSION

1= The ECA work programme in Cartography and Remote Sensing

for the current biennium provides for advisory, service and

appraisal of national cartographic and remote sensing institutions

including, manpower needs with a view to Institution canabllity

development. This activity is expected to be carried out through

contacts with substantive national departments.

2. With regard to the Gambia, there was very little inter-action

between the Cartography- and Remote Sensing Unit of the ECA and the

Survey Department in the Gambia since 1981. When eventually contact

was ■re-established a request was made for ECA assistance to look

into structural problems and provide appropriate proposals for

better functioning of surveying and mapping services in the Gambia.

3. The mission took place from 20 to 24 February 1989 and with

the following terms of reference.

'■A. 1= Familiarization with country mapping policies and

programmes in cartography and remote sensing.

2. On-the-spot evaluation of infrastructure, equipment

and organizational structures of the national

cartography and remote sensing establishment(s)

of the country.

3O Assessment of training programmes, manpower and

skills reaulrements, ■ .

4, Data collection: Maps3 technical survey-Instructions

. reports, etc.
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Eo l. Briefing of .officials on the role of EGA with

particular emphasis on its activities in the

field of cartography and remote sensing,

2. Discussion on regional programmes concerning:

(i) Standardization of specifications for survey

and topographical mapping

(ii) Guidelines for the preparation of technical

papers and country reports for the Seventh

UN Regional Cartographic Conference for Africa

to be held In 1989s

(ill) Government participation Xn3 and support for.

ECA-sponsored Institutions in cartography and

remote sensing; and

(iv) Linguistic divisional activities with regard to

the United Nations Conference on the

Standardization of Geographical Names. .

INTRODUCTION

H. The Gambia1 is the most western located English speaking

African country. It attained Independence from Great Brltian on

2
18 February 1965= The country occupies an area of 11;J295 Km

o / o f
and lies north of the Equator between latitudes 13 -05 and 13 °50

extending from the shores-of the Atlantic Ocean at 16 ,50 longitude

west of Greenwich meridian to some 480 Km inland and astride river

Gambia by an average width of 25 Kms. The country takes Its name

from river Gambia; also It has its shape:Influenced by the river's

meanderings. According to United Nations estimates for 198??

the Gambia had a population of 643,000 inhabitants with a population

growth rate of over 3 per cent per annum. Over the years there

.has been a steady Influx of rural population-.to Banjul swelling

the Greater Banjul population to about 2003000 especially during
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the November - March tourist season. Like most developing countries,,

the capital city is suffering from urbanization problems. It

goes without saying that.this unprecedented population growth has

put much pressure on public utilities and has led to heavy

transactions including encroachment on public lands in Banjul.

5. Climaticallys the-Gambia oscillates between the Atlantic

coastal climate and the aridity of the Sahel zone. That is to say

BHnjul5 by its location on the c©ast9 receives tropical storms- during

the rainy season (monsoons); and heat comes with the dry.seasons .

which increase humidity. When north winds blow3 the hazy dust, .storms

(harmattan) reduce visibility. In a nutshells this geographical

background has a lot of influenee on surveying and mapping activities

in the Gambia.

6. With regard to the history of mappings the river Gambia region

was visited by several early European travellers who along the way

noted features and made maps to facilitate their travels and other

designs. The Gambia was the first British Colony in West Africa.

In order to settle territorial disputes the Anglo-French boundary

Commission was established and its work resulted in the publication

of the first known topographical maps in 1905. It was not until

early 1914 that a lands Officer was- appointed to establish a.cadastre

in the country thus marking the formal setting up of a de facto

Survey Department in the_Gambia. The functions of the Department

were and■ have remained as follows: ■■.., . .

(a) to establish horizontal and vertical controls over the

entire territory as the basis for all -survey work covering

topographical mapping5 cadastral and engineering surveys;

■ ■■■=■-,iT': to. prepare-cadastral plans? ■ -. . ■,. ;

^c/ to continuously revise topo maps of the country; and '

(d) to carry out property valuation and land administration.
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THE PRESENT SITUATION

7- The Ministry of Local Government and Lands is responsible

for Physical Planning and Housing,, Building Control Services 3 and *

Lands ai;^ Surveys. It is. not therefore by mere luck that the

first appointment of the. mission was with the Permanent Secretary

for that Ministry. During the meeting with the Permanent

Secretarys Mr. Boun Jack,, the one-man delegation briefed him on

the purpose of the mission as,. contained in its terms of reference

and highlighted ECA's desire to see that the government rates .

high cartographic services among the country's national priorities..

The occasion provided the opportunity to bring to the attention . --.

of the Permanent Secretarys preparations for the seventh United ■.

Nations Regional Cartographic Conference for Africa then planned

for July 1989= The period 6 to ll^September 1989 has recently

been fixed* Also It expounded on the benefits to be derived from

membership of ECA-sponsored regional cartographic and remote

sensing Institutions.

8° In his response3 the Permanent Secretary Informed the fission

that a process had been put in motion for the enactment of an Act

of Parliament into law providing for a Survey .Act of the Gambia

and establishing legislation intended to bring all government

and private survey activities under the scrutiny of a central

administration, \jfhen that Is done*■the present Survey Department

and the State Lands Department entitles will merge into one Department

of Lands and Surveys. Furthermore9 It was government policy to review

and streamline services in order to improve efficiency and effectiveness

of operations, . . ■

THE SURVEY DEPARTMENT '

9. The Department Is responsible for field survey .work from

provision of controls and running traverses., through establishment

of boundary pillars and property surveys to ground truth verification.
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In the office, activities centre on the plotting of tope and

cadastral data5 map and plan revision3 preparation of deed

plans and map publication. The Department is the main supplier

of basic land information data and cartographic information

to government agencies as well as to private users', The department

consists "of three sections namelys Survey Sect-ion., Map Reproduction

Section and Administration. The Survey Section carries out all

field survey work whether geodetics topographical or cadastral

survey. The entire staff on board is indigenous. The visit to'

the headquarters of the department gave the impression that the

facility just moved there and is likely to be relocated elsewhere.

The small buildings occupied by the Survey Department are .

constructed of timber and were put up before the Second World

War as temporary offices for staff of the sea-plane airport.

The five buildings (bungalows) p.ve interconnected by covered

walkways.1 Each operational unit is located in a separate building

The mission was taken around the Map Reproduction Section

where it was possible to see drawing office furniture" and tools. ■■

The offices in the building lacked adequate work space. During

the period of the mission in Banjul the country was covered under

a cloud of dust (harmattan). The drawing offices were getting

a full dose of the fine talc-like dust that finds its way into

the office through doors and windows left open for ventilation

as some air conditioning units were not functioning". That explains

why dust could find its way into filing cabinets causing rapid .

deterioration of original drawings and reproduction materials as

well as printed maps in stock. The cartographic drawing office

have as many drawing tables as there are.staff on board in the

space available8 However., it was noted that there are many

vacancies oh the establishment if they.were to be filled there

would 'not be room for additional tables. All the same3- thereis

urgent need to fill vacancies.
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EQUIPMENT

11, With regard to drawing tools5 there is general lack and

need for upgrading in order to enable the Department take over the

tasks that have, up till now, been carried out by the Directorate

of Overseas Surveys (DOS) now called: Overseas Surveys Directorate

which recently turned into a department within the Ordnance

Surveys at Southampton, in the United Kingdom.

12. The photographic laboratory.has an old Littlejohun process

camera. The camera is a halfplate process camera with a very

small format not exceeding 100 mm x 200 m whilst its copy board

has a format of 100 cm x 150 cm which is sufficient for most

cartographic work in the Department. The camera is no doubt

outmoded. By its operational function it is liable to introduce

serious distortions as a result of the reversal stages through

which images have to pass before platemaking. In multicolour

map reproduction, the work could be designed to by-pass the camera.

There is a manual phototypesetter taking 35 mm film strips. It

is serving the purpose for the present but as activities increase

in map production the machine will not be able to cope with

the volume of work because it is slow and the only one in the

department. The contact printer for airphotographs is in good

shape. Other small items in the laboratory are serviceable.

However most of the equipment need servicing and the laboratory

generally requires adequate air conditioning to reduce effect of

humidity and corrosion,

13. The printing section has one very old Littlejohn flat bed

proof press big enough for double demy size paper. This type of

equipment is intended for proof work prior to final printing on

a high speed offset machine. At the time of visiting the workshop.
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the press was out of order reportedly due to a defective

electrical switch. On the whole it is still sound and should

continue as a. proofing.press. In addition to.the.reason given

aboVe3 there is. also lack of chemicals s inks and plates... Such

a machine needs to be kept functioning and. under regular maintenance.

I noticed the airconditioning system in the press shop was not

functioning consequently3 humidity and dust had attacked dumping

and inking rollers as well as the rubber blanket on the machine.

It should be said that printing facilities are not existing at

the Department because what is there is not suitable for printing

quality maps .andin sufficient quantities. Other equipment such

as the Nu__Arc. yaccum printer and the contact frame for printing

plates were adequate and in good condition, . ■

1/* • ■ sip what was supposed to be a photogrammetry section., there

is one PG 2 instrument (ex-DOS), one. of those acquired.in the

1960s, The instrument is not in use because some parts were

discovered missing when it was re-installed in Banjul. . .In the

same room is a sketchmaster (stereo-sketch) principally for map

revision from,aerial photographs. The sketchmaster was obtained

as part of a package .of materials for the household survey

programme some three years age It was gratifying to find a

traine.d photogrammetrist. in. charge of the office anyhow, this

small establishment can be considered as a nucleus of a full
" ■ - .. ' , n

.fledged photogrammetric section .in the future. |

15/: .:, In another building.the.field staff carry out computations |

and'check.-their work, before plotting and verification. The field

section has; a. workshop for cadastral-boundary markstones xyhich are not j

;...lmprlnte;d" with identification numbers as .it is-, a tradition within English)

speaking countries. The list below shows the equipment of significant j
,1

value and in good service;

2 WILD Tl theodolites

2 WILD T2 theodolites
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2 TAVISTOCK theodolites

2 EDM DL ~ 10001 D13

4 WILD levels

1 Compass (new)

Most of the above equipment are complete with tripods and attachments'.

The list below is suggestive of additional equipment which will

be required when the existing vacancies have been filled:

3 Theodolites :'

4 Theodolites . . ■ ■-

6 Electronic Distance Measurements equipment (EDM) f

complete with accessories in the Dl 1000' and Dl 3 series

6 sets of camping equipment

1 mini-truck., covered for field staff and equipment,

16. At the time3 the Department had one double-cabin Toyota

four-wheel drive; and one Landrover, With regard to camping kit.

for field staffs it was reported that there are not provisions,.

Field parties do stay at.small hotels upcountry or at school compounds

if they have to conduct prolonged field work,

17. As it will be'observed, the country is situated within the

River Gambia basin. The topography does not lend itself to the

establishment of a triangulation network. Precise traverse or

first order traverse was decided on and has been in use since 1957.

In establishing the traverses, standardized invar tapes were used3

and theodolite readings to one second of arc.for angular observations

were taken. In order to.check the-bearings,star Azimuth observations

at every 10 mile station were made. The traverse are in loops

running a distance of over 300 km:from Banjul along the south, of

the river Gambia then crossing to the.north at Mausakonko and in

a westerly direction to the bank opposite Banjul and back to Banjul.
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Two other loops were later established using Electronic Distance

Measuring equipment (tellurometers). In." short 9 first order

traverses have provided the control necessary for mappings

cadastral surveys and engineering projects. Concerning-topographical

mapping the restricted Transverse Mercator Projection (Senegal Eelt)

with 16 W as the standard meridian; whereas the intersection of

latitude 13 N and longitude 1.6 W is the origin. Spheroid used

is Clarke 1880. All new maps of the Gamiba are on UTM grid system

and the old ones have since been transformed to this system.

18. The D.O,S0 is reported to have been responsible for publishing

most of the topographical maps for the Gambia. The mission found

out that original films of airphotographs taken for the publication

of topographical maps, together with original reproduction materials

(drawings and film, negatives positives) are in the custody of the

Ordnance Survey in England. It will be noted that the Overseas

Survey Department changed its character and now operates on

commercial terms on behalf of the British government,

19- In order to appreciate the service rendered by the Survey

Department5 the list of maps published together with index charts

of map coverage are annexed to this report. Most of topographical

map series ranging from 1:250,000 to 1:2,500 are derived from

airphotography taken in 19^6-1947. There have been other air-

photographic coverages in subsequent years for specific projects.

For example in i960 airphotogrphy at large scale of Banjul and

Fajars. was obtained for engineering works. Also in 1946 another

2300 Km were flown within the Greater Banjul area for land-use

purposes. In the years'19683 1972 and I98O complete coverage was

obtained at different scales depending oh the objectives of the

project'. There exists since 1982 coloured (infrared) photography

for the:river Gambia. Most of the photographs may be available

for purchase on application. The Survey Department regularly

issues a catalogue of maps (printed or on' diaso prints) and of

certain airphotographs.
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20. Because the Department has no photogrammetrlc facilities,

transformation of the photographs into maps or mosaics is carried

out in the country of the contracting agency. There are setbacks
in .this sort of arrangement.

CADASTRE IN THE GAMBIA

21. During the visit to the State Lands Department, the Acting

Director of Lands informed the mission that the Gambia promulgated

two Land Acts I & II. In the Acts, there are provisions for four

categories of landss name,ly°

■- customary tenure: covering- rural areas whereby

land Is vested" In the community through a chief (Alkalo):

- leasehold - the lease obtained under this category allows

ownership of land both in urban and'rural areas for a

determined period of time e.g. 45 years;

- freehold - this commonly refers to parcels of land In

Banjul held by.certain individuals in perpetuity dating

back to the last century; and

- BanjulsKombo and St. Mary area: here the land is

administered by the Government through the State Lands

Department. Even in this area, there are a few parcels

of land under customary tenure as personal to holder,

In order to administer operations within the above lands, the State

Lands Department conducts its functions in consultations with

the Land Allocation Board, the Physical Planning Board and Planning

Authority at provincial level. In addition, to ,t,he State Lands

Department Office in Banjul, there are five upcountry divisional

administrative headquarters, ' : '
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22. As mentioned earlier, the population of Banjul has grown.. ■

rapidly; hence the increased (femand for land. As land zoned for

lease or private holding: cannot be stretched to satisfy the demand,

this situation has rendered the services available unable to

cope. In such a situation, temptations to encroach on government

land is inevitable. To avoid excesses, the Government reviewed

activities of its agencies involved in land planning and administ-- ■

tration out of which resulted the decision to merge the departments

handling land survey (demarcation), valuation and issuance of deeds,

and titles. The merger is expected to bring about effective

and efficient administration in surveying, mapping, land demarcation,

clear the backlog of instructions to survey and streamline the.

process of granting titles. Up till now, there has not "been a.land

register; but operations.are carried out based on information in

a land -catalogue. The Department is reported to have commenced

a land valuation exercise.

23. The mission was informed that a new Lands Act was recently

prepared by a consultant provided by GTZ (German Technical Assistance)

which will bring all lands throughout the country under one Act..

It was learnt that the draft proposals are being studied and will

soon be tabled in Parliament, Indications are that the new Land

Act will be passed without difficulty.

24. During discussions with other government officials, It

was learnt that there were three projects working towards the

development, of efficient land administration for the country. There

was the Urban Management and Development Project supported by the

World Bank.1;'Another Is the Urban Development Planning Project •■

funded by the German Agency for Technical Co-operation (GTZ).

The "third in the group Is the project entitled: "Assistance to Land

Administration.In the Gambia" which is scheduled to commence In

July 1989. It will be funded by UNDP, and the United Nations
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Centre for Human Settlement (HABITAT) as the executing agency.

The author had the opportunity to look at the UNDP project

document. It gave the impression that it leaned heavily on'land

aspects. Attempt were made to get in touch with the consultant

who prepared the UNDP project document without success. It was

the intention to discuss some aspects of his proposals as they

were questionable in concept.

25= The State Lands Department is located at the beach in another

part of the city just next to offices of the West African Examinations

Board. In the same building there is the Geological Unit which

is under the Ministry of. Economic Planning and Industrial Development^

The building is new and a typical office block. It stands on a

hectare of land with ample space for expansion. Unfortunately"its

location is■not suitable for precision instruments such as:

drawing-office tools (i.e. pantograph, planimeters3 straight edges'

etc), photogrammetric instruments or printing machines which are

susceptible to corrosion., from humidity containing sea salt particles.

26. The main activities of the State Lands Office concentrate

on land administration and concern preparation of documents related

to land transaction and maintaining titles as well as serving as

custodian of land rights in accordance with the Land Act. The office

plays an important role in land valuation and is the land inspectorate

for government. The land situation in the Gambia and .Banjul,, "in

particular, has given the State Lands office a central role in the

economy especially with regard to real estate and industrial

investment. This position tends to eclipse the activities of the

Survey Department although the latter is a beneficiary of outputs

of the former's operations..
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27. . During the brief visit to the office of the Geologic! it

was observed that there was no preparation of geological maps

other than annotations on existing topo sheets. By the nature of

the country, there is no. significant mining although brickworks

are a major input in the building industry.

28. Other services that use cartographic materials are: Department
of feter Resources, Gambia -Utilities Corporation responsible for
Electricity supply and Water and Sewerage Services, Public Works

Department responsible for urban and rural roads: the Perry

Authority and Ports Authority. The Ministry of Planning is another

major user of maps and city plans not only for national planning

but also in preparations.for elections and census. '

MANPOWER

29 . According to the staff list for the Survey Department, the

Administration Section has an establishment of 16 posts out of which

the post for Director and four of support service staff are unfilled

With regard to staffing, out of an approved establishment of 60'posts
20 in the professional category and 10 in the support service, are

vacant. That gives a vacancy ratio of 5=8 professional: 7-15'sub-

professional and 10:37 support service. The Map Production Section

is not badly off. Out of the 27 established posts, there are only
eight vacancies.

30 . In contrast, the State Lands Department has fewer vacancies

notably among them being that of the post of Director. ■

31. Training of indegineous Surveyors started in 1943 by sending

nationals abroad. In 1946, the first batch of four surveyors returned

to take up duties in the.then Lands and Surveys Department before

it was split in the same year into separate departments as they are today
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In pursuance "of government policy of Gambianization., many senior,

officers were sent to the United Kingdom in various institutions.

Surveyors went to the School.of Military Survey in Newbury. L

number of. officers in the map production section went for courses

in draughtsmanship at the Ordanance Survey and the DOS. Some

surveyors are graduates of Oyo School of Surveying in Nigeria.

With regard to reproduction techniques, training was given to

few selected nationals who successfully completed their City

and Guild Examinations in photolithography and printing. On--the™

job training has continued mainly for the upgrading of skills.

Higher education and training have been maintained as .prerequisites

for higher administrative posts in both the Surveys and the Lands.

There is no training programme at professional level for surveyors 5

cartographers and land economists in the Gambia. It cannot be

said that training was neglected in the surveying and mapping

profession. From the discussions, the question of higher education

and professionals training is being handled as a national priority.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

32. In conclusion it is better to remind ourselves of the definition

of Cartography as adopted by the United Nations and as is now universail-

employed. Cartography-is defined as a science and art of making

maps and charts of any kind. It covers all activities and phases

from the initial survey through the printing of the final maps.

Among the products of its activities are: .topographical maps;

cadastral' plans and a whole range of thematic (topical ) maps, most'

of which are depicted on a topographical map base_.:,.The list .of

users is limitless. It is in this-regard that the Qambian took

measures to ensure that topo maps at different scales are available

for development, However, as indicated earlier, basic map preparation

is carried out abroad. This is mainly due to shortage of trained
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manpower more critically at professional and higher technological

levels as well as on the lack of adequate and appropriate surveying.,

map drawing.and reproduction equipment, .■ ■ , ■

33- With regard to manpower,, the mission observed that the

present posts of Director for State .Lands Department and the Survey

Department have been occupied by "Acting Directors51' for a number

of years. This state of affairs has its drawbacks in so far as

taking decisions are concerned,, This is complicated by the .many ■'

vacant posts that have remained unfilled. It is outside the, terms

of reference of the mission to look into salaries and conditions

of service.1 Nevertheless3 a look at the Republic of the Gambia1

Estimates, of Recurrent Revenue and Expenditure 1988/1989 with

Estimated of Development Expenditure 1988/1989 there are ho

disparities in salary scales at high administrative level with other

equivalent postis in the civil service.

34. In looking at problems of surveying and mapping (cartography)

in the Gambia^ It Is advisable to look at it in light of the country's

general economic situation. The mission agrees entirely with the

government's proposal to reunite^*16 Survey and Lands under one

Department. In so doing the Director will be able to advise a fair

distribution of'facilities and conceive a programme that will

maximise resources (manpower and equipment), and effectively advise

government on Improvements In performance of " his various technical

establishments. In case_,of any future "technical co-operation

(bilateral or multinational or international) the Director will

be In a better position to "effect a fair distribution of aid

or efforts within his Department„ The merger appears to have

some adverse effect on the Survey arm of■the Department as the

Head of Cartographic.services has been absent-from several

international scenes due to lack of travel funds. But a deeper

look into the problem reveals a situation which will clear as.

soon as a Director for the, merged -■■Department is -appointed.
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Recommendations' '

35= The mission learnt of the existence of a restricted document

containing proposals and.nature of a restructured Department of

Lands and Surveys, Therefore it was not available to the mission

and efforts to secure' a copy, were fruitless „■ It is not unlikely

that some recommendations in this report may already have been

taken care of. . .

36. with regard to the merger exercise3 three proposals are made:

(i) A substantive Director (whatever the title) should be

appointed without delay in order to avoid ineffectiveness

arising from.frustration of a long stay on acting .

appointment.

(ii) Efforts should be made to relocate the administrative

offices of the new Department in a single building

even if technical services are located elsewhere as

a short-term measure. In any case all the services

should be brought under a single location as soon as

It is practicable,

(iii) . In the process of streamlinip; the chain of command at .

all levels care should be.taken to build into the system

a sense of teamwork through close interplay between

field staff?map reproduction sections and the various

units In the Lands division. , This element will go

a long way to dissolve mini empires carried along into

the new Department,

37. The buildings for the .present.Survey Department are not suitable

for the kind of work and. quality ■■.of 'products expected' of a mapping .

establishment. It is true office-facilities .for ,;the Department cannot,

be looked at in isolation*- of- overall government needs, for accommodation,,

but the suggestion to put up or acquire another building for the new

Department should be looked Into seriously.
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38 , It is recommended that government should take steps to retrieve

reproduction materials which are currently held at mapping insti

tutions abroad. This will enable the country to have in its custody

the geographic information data of its own country as of right-

and3 at the same time, diversify accessibility as well as easy

reach in case of need for reproduction,

39o With regard to equipments one cannot but mention, if only

in passing that favourable consideration be given ia the 1990/91

budget to provide better drawing tools and aids that will enable

map production services to revise existing maps as well as undertake

.all operations leading of publication of comparable products

as those done abroad. Until the time the Department has acquired

the necessary equipment and expertise3 map printing could be

carried out at the Government printer if facilities are available

to accommodate .a format of 650 x 940 mm being the normal size

for 1:50,000 topographical map sheets. Proof work cotfld continue

with the present proof machine. The maintenance services in the

Ministry of Information and Tourism should be requested to look

at and carry out repairs. on the flat bed press and other machines

before seeking specialised services from abroad.

^°° It is suggested that the Department'of Lands and Surveys

should explore areas of co-operation with the Service Geographique

National du Senegal under the Senegambia programmes thereby

establishing geodetic linkages and negotiate the sharing of equipment

and exchange of skills. ..

ill.. Concerning land administration, it should be encouraged to

centralize land records. The land register would serve as quick

reference. The present land catalogue system needs to be re-examined

and if loopholes are found then to change the system. When funds

permit, consideration should be given to obtain a microfilming unit

to make at least three sets of cadastral records ,to avoid disasters.
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Later a micro or minicomputer could be considered for various services'

in land registration, valuation and tax assessment. The two equipment ■

could also be used by other services of the 'government. If such

equipment are already existing in other ministries (particularly

the microfilm units.) s inter-ministerial arrangements could be worked

out to share the use of the equipment,

42 „ Regarding technical assistance or co-operation for any part of

the Department of Lands and Surveys3 the major component of the

..budgetary allocations should be on. training and equipment. There

Is always the tendency to allocate the bulk of the funds on salaries

for expatriate "experts" and their support services. Also, experience

shows that many governments allow the expert to carry out administrative

duties which should be the functions of the Director as project

manager and sometimes, counterpart. It Is the hope that care will

be taken when opportunities for technical assistance such as in

the case of the UNDP/UNCHS-HABITAT programme arise that ftambians es

counterparts should be appointed in time to follow-up on all stages

of project operations8

TRAINING AND MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT

43. Now that, a course in classical Cartography is offered at

the Regional "Centre for Training in. Aerospace Surveys,it Is urged

that the Director should,contact the Centre for details regarding

modalities for membership and syllabus for cartography and photo-

gramme try respectively. Present arrangements for training abroad

could still be continued whilst in-house training programmes

are Intensified.

" FOLLOW-UP ACTIONS . ■ ' r

'44/' As mentioned earlier, the mission- did not have access to

the proposals for restructuring the new Department. The secretariat

If asked should comment on the proposals. There is no doubt that

ECA could contribute sound Ideas for the Improvement of the proposed

organizational structures.
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45o The government is strongly urged to send a delegation to

the Seventh United Nations Regional Cartographic Conference for

Africa. During that time the Director could discuss with EGA

officials areas of common concern in the' field of Cartography and

Remote Sensing.

46 „ During the visit to the National Museum3 the Curator wanted

ECA to provide maps for consultation by visitors and researchers.

The mission advised him to request his administration to obtain

copies from the Survey Department. A national museum should hold

record copies of all known maps of the country both old and new.

It is suggested that provisions for acquisition and storage of such

maps should be made, A few of the old maps on display exist in

only copies. They should be duplicated and copies held in archives.
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ANNEX

1. OFFICIALS MET

of Local GoyernmentandLands

Mr. Jack Bouns Permanent Secretary

Survey Dgpa£tmg_nt_

Mr. Bai Ebtahim Barry5 Acting Director of Surveys

Mr, EQSo0o Cham, Map Production Superintendent

Mr. Ousman Janneh3 Senior Cartographer

Mr. M.L. Janneh3 Senior Lithographer

State Lands Department -

Mr. G.A. Touray, Acting Director of Lands

2. UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME

Mr. Mathius Lubega, Resident Representative

Mr. Nabil Kahala, Deputy„Resident Representative

Mr. Selkou Sanyang
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